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Chapter 1331: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 32) 

[Why did the host summon out the Exquisite Ring?] 

The system was very confused since this was a world without abilities, the host couldn’t use the 

Exquisite Ring here! 

Ke, ke! Don’t you think that this looks more imposing? 

[……] 

Actually, she was just doing a bit of foreshadowing for what she wanted to do next! 

After all, when using spells, it was more comforting having the Exquisite Ring! 

Xiao Cui had found her a moon white robe with plum embroidering and a silk white veil. She tied up her 

long hair into a bun up top. 

“Empress……” Xiao Cui looked at her clothes and revealed a faint smile, “You really look good like this, 

you’re like an immortal descended down to earth!” 

She had hardly seen Luo Qing Chen wearing men’s clothing, she never thought that she would look this 

good wearing these elegant clothes. 

“Flatterer.” Luo Qing Chen’s expression slightly changed as she said, “I only need you to help me with 

one thing.” 

“Empress, please.” Xiao Cui nodded. Her face looked like she was determined to finish this task which 

looked especially cute. 

“Go out and without my order, don’t come back.” Luo Qing Chen looked at her and said, “You will eat 

the meals the maids send in.” 

“Empress……” Xiao Cui felt a chill run down her back as she said in a trembling voice, “Why do I feel that 

these words are a bit strange.” 

“There are many strange things in this world.” Luo Qing Chen looked at her with a smile, “Didn’t you say 

that I looked like a fairy? Maybe I am a fairy.” 

Xiao Cui left the room and closed her eyes. The scene in the dream appeared in her mind. 

After all, teleportation could only be used on places that she had been before. If she couldn’t reach the 

foot of Purple Phoenix Mountain, she could only teleport to the Luo Manor. 

[Ding, 500 exchange points has been taken. Successfully exchanged for teleportation.] 

It had to be said, she didn’t know if she had become stronger or if she was more familiar with the 

different worlds. 

She found that she was using her powers less and less, which was a kind of growth for her. 

[But as far the system is concerned, it feels like business can’t be done!] 



…… 

When she opened her eyes, she was at the foot of the Purple Phoenix Mountain. 

As expected, the memory of the dream wasn’t wrong, the previous host had been here before! 

But she didn’t have any other memories, why did she forget them all?! 

Calculating the time, Feng Si Zui shouldn’t be here yet. 

There was an inn at the foot of the Purple Phoenix Mountain and it was closed to guests tonight. It 

seemed like it had been prepared for Feng Si Zui, 

Luo Qing Chen walked up to the inn. 

“I’m sorry, this guest, our store isn’t open for business today.” 

“I know…..” Luo Qing Chen said, “I’m just passing by and I’m starving. I don’t know what is going on, but 

it seems like there’s no restaurants open at all.” 

“No, no, no.” The shopkeeper waved his hand, “Go somewhere else…..Ah…..Young…..Young hero, spare 

me.” 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t know a more direct method, so she put her right hand behind her as she took out 

the Nine Section Moon Whip from her storage space before putting it to his head, “I want to stay here, 

give me one of the rooms. I won’t cause trouble for you, but if you don’t know good from bad, don’t 

blame me for being impolite.” 

As soon as her voice fell, she placed an ingot of gold on the table and headed upstairs without even 

turning back. 

“Yes…..Yes…..” The shopkeeper was trembling in fear as he said, “Young hero, please come this way……” 

In Jianghu, only blades and gold were useful! 
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The shopkeeper gave her the innermost room on the second floor. When he left, she gave him an ingot 

of gold and said, “I will stay for one night. If anyone asks if there is anyone on the second floor, you will 

tell them no, I won’t make it hard for you.” 

After all, this was the inn where the emperor was living, the guards that Feng Si Zui brought would be 

very cautious. 

“Yes……Yes……” The shopkeeper still hadn’t recovered from the shock just now so his voice was still 

trembling a bit. 

He naturally knew that the person in front of him couldn’t be offended. 

At this time, whether he was good or bad, the most important thing was protecting himself. 



In the evening, Feng Si Zui’s group arrived at the inn. The two in front were his personal guards, loyal 

and skilled. 

Actually she would be assured if it was anyone else, but she couldn’t let any accidents happen to Feng Si 

Zui. 

“Is there anyone on the second floor?” 

“No…..No.” The shopkeeper made guard Fan slightly knit his brows. 

He went to the second floor with his sword in his right hand. When Luo Qing Chen heard the sounds of 

footsteps, she revealed a faint smile. 

She turned and hid behind the screen. 

If guard Fan chose to search the room, she would teleport away. If he let down his guard, she didn’t 

need to waste her points. 

“Kacha.” The door slowly opened. Guard Fan looked around the dark room and closed the door with 

tightly knit brows. 

Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help giving a sigh, the guard who followed Feng Si Zui really was careful. 

“Master, I checked the rooms on the second floor, they are all first class rooms. Which one do you 

want?” 

“The one in the back.” Feng Si Zui’s cold voice slowly sounded before he headed to the second floor. 

The shopkeeper on the side had a pale face and he couldn’t help trembling. 

Luo Qing Chen in that room was also stunned and her breath stopped! 

Was there a mistake, wasn’t this too coincidental! 

As expected, things can’t be hidden and there would be trouble once they were revealed! 

This was the nature of a lie, if you lie once, you have to use something else to clear it up! 

She gritted her teeth and went from behind the screen to hide under the bed. 

[He, he, he…..The host is going to sleep on the floor tonight!] 

When the system’s voice rang through her mind, her heart became even more stuffed. 

“Kacha.” The door opened again and there was a familiar scent in the air. 

Feng Si Zui slowly walked in before stopping. He slightly knit his brows as he felt a familiar feeling 

around him. 

“Guard Fan.” 

“Master, do you have any orders?” 

“Prepare a jug of wine and don’t come in if there’s nothing.” 



“Yes.” 

The scent of the fruit wine spread and Luo Qing Chen swallowed a mouthful of saliva. There was an 

impulse to charge out and have a drink! 

But she was afraid that Feng Zi Sui would choose to head back to the palace because of her. 

After all, with her understanding of the male lead, there was a 90% chance that he would do this! 

“Luo Qing Chen……” There was a lazy voice with a bit of gentleness that rang through the room. 

Her heart jumped to her throat and she took a deep breath before holding it. 

What was this? Did he notice her? It can’t be! How could he be that amazing! 

“I miss you.” Feng Si Zui looked at the bright moon outside the window and drank his wine as he spoke 

to himself, “I…..Really, really miss you…..” 
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She felt her fingers tremble and she felt like she wanted to cry. 

What were the most touching words of love? 

The answer would probably be: When you weren’t around, he would express his yearning for you word 

for word. 

“I also miss you.” She mouthed without a single sound, feeling that the floorboards weren’t as cold. 

Of course, it was probably because her heart was warm…… 

The system probably cared about its host, so it didn’t forget to give her a heat pack in the middle of the 

night. It felt quite warm when it was attached to her. 

There were times when her system was very good since it was similar to her. It was a person with tough 

words and a soft heart…..A system! 

But she felt something was wrong when she was half asleep. The heat pack could withstand the heat a 

bit, but this was the middle of winter, it wouldn’t be able to make her feel warm! 

“Ke, ke.” She couldn’t help giving two coughs and she opened her eyes to find that there were flames all 

around her. 

“Damn!” Luo Qing Chen quickly came out from under the bed. When she was planning to grab Feng Si 

Zui on the bed, she found that there was no one there. 

“Don’t move.” There was a cold sword that was placed at her neck and his ice cold voice slowly said, 

“Who are you?” 

“I……” 



“Kill your way in, don’t leave a single one!” When Luo Qing Chen wanted to speak, there was an angry 

roar from not far away. 

There were the ‘pili pala’ sounds that came from the surrounding flames and Luo Qing Chen knit her 

brows. She turned around and took his hand, “We’ll talk after we leave.” 

“Guang dang.” The sword fell to the ground and Feng Si Zui immediately tightly took her hand as he said, 

“You…..Why are you here!” 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned. She was wearing a mask and her voice was hoarse from the smoke of the 

flames, but even like this, Feng Si Zui had recognized her as soon as she spoke and didn’t hesitate to take 

her hand. 

“I…..” 

“Forget it, we’ll talk after we leave.” This time Feng Si Zui cut her off. 

Not only did he cut her off, he repeated the same words she said. After all, he didn’t feel any emotions 

when he was surrounded by the flames, but now he was so scared that his hands couldn’t help 

trembling a bit. 

Because she…..was with him. 

The people who started the fire were probably under the window to the left and under the window to 

the right was a path to the Purple Phoenix Mountain. 

Feng Si Zui kneeled down and seeing the flames getting bigger, he said in an anxious voice, “Quickly get 

on.” 

“You…..You want to carry me?” Luo Qing Chen gave a chuckle. She came forward and placed a kiss on 

his cheek before jumping out from the second floor without another word. 

She landed firmly on the ground. 

“Quickly come down, I’ll catch you!” She waved her hand at him with a smile in her eyes. 

She didn’t need him to protect her, she came here to protect him and not cause trouble for him! 

Feng Si Zui was stunned. In the moonlight and the flames, the half a cheek facing her was white as snow 

from the lights. 

That moment deeply infatuated him. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 90%.] 

“Peng.” When Feng Si Zui fell to the ground, there was the voice of the people who set the flames from 

not far away. 

“Don’t let them run, all of you split up and chase!” She was very familiar with this voice, it was without a 

doubt Feng Xing Yue who had no other paths left. 
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It had to be said, his move really was bad. 

After all, even if he killed Feng Si Zui today, it was impossible for him to become the emperor. 

Killing the emperor would always associate him with a bad name and a bad reputation. 

It seemed like pulling him back from the barren north had already disrupted all his plans. 

He had no choice but to make this bad move, but it really was a bad move! 

Luo Qing Chen took Feng Si Zui’s hand and moved through the dense forest. She who had no sense of 

direction only had a single thought right now. 

Run! Run! Run! The faster the better! 

“Qing Chen!” 

“Ah! What is it? Are people coming?” Without knowing why, when she entered the Purple Phoenix 

Mountain, her heart skipped a beat. 

That feeling came from the depth of her heart, it seemed to be fear from the previous host. 

She had dreamed of this place, but didn’t the fear mean that something bad happened to her here 

before? 

“Fool.” Feng Si Zui pulled with his right hand and brought her into his embrace, tightly holding her as he 

said, “When I knew that it was you, this one’s heart almost jumped out……” 

His nervousness and fear all came from her. 

But he had to admit that his heart was filled with joy when she appeared in front of him. 

“I……” She pursed her lips and softly pressed against his chest, “Who told you to not let me come, I could 

only use this plan!” 

“This one was worried about you.” 

“I worry about you too!” 

No matter what happened, the first thing they thought about was each other. 

Perhaps this was the most beautiful kind of love. 

Feng Si Zui heard this and looked at her messy hair, as well as her smoke covered face. He patted her 

head in a pained manner and said, “I won’t in the future, alright!” 

She never would have known how much he wanted her to be around him at all times. 

“It’s a promise.” Luo Qing Chen blinked in a daze before saying, “But, where do we go now?” 

This place wasn’t a good place. Whether it was in her dream or if it was like Feng Si Zui told her before. 

Purple Phoenix Mountain at night must be more dangerous than she imagined. 



“Feng Xing Yue and the others must be prepared.” Feng Si Zui knit his brows, “But this one didn’t just 

bring those people here, this time no one can save them.” 

“Why do I feel that no one is going to save us!” Luo Qing Chen heard a strange sound suddenly approach 

them. 

Feng Si Zui seemed to have heard it too and tightly held her hand, pulling her behind him as he said, 

“Don’t be afraid, this one will definitely protect you.” 

“Un humph.” She gave a grunt. At that moment, she couldn’t help feeling her mind fill with pain as an 

inexplicable familiar feeling filled her. 

Feng Si Zui tightly knit his brows and seeing her pale as snow face, he nervously said, “What is it? Don’t 

scare me.” 

“I……” She narrowed her eyes as the strange sound approached, causing her breathing to stop. 

She suddenly looked at Feng Si Zui, “I seemed to have been here before…..No…..It isn’t seem to have, 

I’ve definitely been here before.” 

It wasn’t wrong, it definitely wasn’t wrong. This familiar feeling was too strong, she could…..almost 

remember it. 

The memory sealed by the previous host. 

“You…..” Feng Si Zui looked in her clear eyes and there was a sparkle in his eyes. After a while, he slowly 

said, “Do you remember it?” 

The things of the past, would she……remember it? 
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She was surprised and a bit of doubt appeared in her eyes. Why would Feng Si Zui suddenly say this, had 

they……met before? 

“Why do you know that I’ve forgotten something?” She looked up with a serious look in her eyes. 

She felt like there was an answer that had always been by her, but she had forgotten about it. 

“This one…..was guessing…..” 

“Si.” Luo Qing Chen saw the bit of panic in his deep eyes and knew that this matter wasn’t simple. 

But the strange sound around them was getting closer and she didn’t have time to think about anything 

else. That sound…..was it a snake? 

“We need to build a fire right away.” Feng Si Zui tightly knit his brows and held her hand even tighter. 

“It takes time to start a fire in the wild!” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips as she looked into the dark night. 

Then she took out the Nine Section Moon Whip from her storage space and said, “What poisonous 

insects and beasts, we’ll kill whatever comes!” 



Luo Qing Chen felt a surprised look from behind her. 

Wasn’t she…..being too hasty? 

“You…..Where did you get the whip…..” Feng Si Zui’s eyes fell onto the Nine Section Moon Whip in her 

hand and there was a confused look in his deep eyes. 

He was certain that Luo Qing Chen definitely didn’t have this thing in her hand just now. 

Why was it that in a blink, she had this thing in her hand…..so quickly. 

“Eh……” Luo Qing Chen looked quite cute as she blinked in a daze thinking about it before saying, “I 

picked it up on the way!” 

“Picked it up?” 

Did she think he was dying or had no brains! Even a three year old child wouldn’t believe it! 

The Purple Phoenix Mountain was covered in dark forest and she picked up a whip? 

“Un!” Luo Qing Chen gave a serious nod. She waved her right hand and gave a set of flint and a candle to 

him, “Just hold this candle and find a safe place, take care of yourself!” 

She had asked for this from the system since she couldn’t just rub sticks together to create fire, right! 

“Luo Qing Chen.” Feng Si Zui’s right hand pulled back and he tightly held her, “What you just said, aren’t 

you saying the opposite?” 

Shouldn’t it be him protecting her and she would hide somewhere? 

“Si, si, si.” Before Luo Qing Chen could speak, there was a giant python that came out of the bush in 

front. Luo Qing Chen waved her right hand and the Nine Section Moon Whip firmly wrapped around the 

python’s neck. 

In the darkness, Luo Qing Chen stared at its eyes and couldn’t stop her hairs from standing on end. 

It was a pair of blood red eyes and it had very long fangs, dripping saliva that had a foul smell to it. 

Feng Si Zui narrowed his cold eyes. He wanted to help, but he found that he couldn’t do a thing. 

After all, the snake was too big and his sword had been left at the inn. Right now, he could only use his 

body to protect Luo Qing Chen, just like he had done in the past. 

In the past, the first place they met was here, at the Purple Phoenix Mountain. 

Luo Qing Chen’s right hand trembled and her back already had a chill running down it. The snake 

desperately struggled and it was so strong that she couldn’t hold the Nine Section Moon Whip. 

The memories overlapped in her mind and they came together bit by bit. 

She pursed her lips and she slowly said, “Is this the Blood Bone Snake?” 
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Could it be that that giant thing in front of her was the snake recorded in the medical records that had 

bitten Feng Si Zui? 

“No, it isn’t.” Feng Si Zu tightly knit his brows. There was a sharp look in his eyes as he slowly said in a 

deep voice, “There’s already no more Blood Bone Snake in this world!” 

“How do you know?” 

“If there was, this one’s poison could be cured.” 

Luo Qing Chen felt her body tremble when she heard this. She suddenly thought about what she had red 

before. 

The giant snake with red eyes, blood that was poison, bone is life, and gallbladder is medicine. If one 

swallows the gallbladder, they would be a coma for a few days and their blood would become medicine 

to all poison. 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t care about this phrase back then nor did she understand it. 

But now that Feng Si Zui had mentioned it, her heart suddenly trembled. 

“Si, si, si——Xiu——” The snake’s head suddenly shook and broke free of the Nine Section Moon Whip. 

It opened its large bloody mouth and attacked in their direction. 

“Damn!” Luo Qing Chen gave a low roar. She pushed Feng Si Zui behind her and jumped out, jumping 

onto the snake. 

If it was daytime, just a single python wasn’t a problem for her. However, they had met it at night and 

they were in the dense forest, only being able to see the snake in the dim moonlight. 

For the snake, the night was its best protection. Not only could it hide itself, it could even accurately 

attack its enemy. 

But even like this, she could still fight! 

The Nine Section Moon Whip once again fastened around it, but this time it didn’t go around its head, 

rather it went around its mouth. 

Suddenly when she looked up to find Feng Si Zui, she felt a tight feeling around her waist as someone 

pulled her in, not letting her be thrown off the snake. 

“Fire…..” 

Before she could finish, Feng Si Zui had already put the flames in the python’s mouth. 

The python let out a miserable wail, which was probably the pain from being burned. Its body twisted 

and directly threw the two of them into the air. 

“Peng.” When Luo Qing Chen’s back hit a tree trunk, the only fang of the snake had bit down on her 

shoulder and lifted her into the air. 

“Un humph.” She gave a grunt as her face turned pale. 



When she was planning on using his permanent skill, Feng Si Zui jumped forth and grabbed the python’s 

fang. 

The fang penetrated his palm and the bones could even be seen. 

“Feng Si Zui.” Luo Qing Chen called out in surprise. Under the light of the flames, she could clearly see 

his face. 

His face was so pale that there wasn’t any blood in it at all and his lips were black, as large beads of 

sweat fell down his forehead. 

“Ah!” With a roar, he actually pulled out the fang. 

“Peng!” The two fell to the ground at the same time. Feng Si Zui felt that he didn’t have any strength as 

he fell into darkness. 

He felt that he was useless, letting her be hurt and bleed…… 

The scene of meeting her for the first time appeared. She looked up at him with a faint smile on her lips 

as she said, “Little big brother, how about I become your bride when I grow up?” 

On the Purple Phoenix Mountain, in the faint mist, that pure face making these vows. 

As soon as her voice fell, the giant Blood Bone Snake charged forth. In order to protect her, he had been 

covered in blood and poison. 

And she had also been poisoned…… 
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In the end, Luo Qing Chen defeated the python. She didn’t know how she had done it, she just knew that 

when it had died, she stumbled over to Feng Si Zui who had already lost consciousness. 

The blood fell down her arm drop by drop, but she didn’t feel any pain. All she felt was fear. 

“Feng Si Zui.” She was panting as she softly called his name. 

She felt her eyelids get heavier before falling at his side. 

She had a very long dream which was already clear enough. She had already met Feng Si Zui on Purple 

Phoenix Mountain before, he had come hunting and she came with her father. 

It was an accidental meeting and they fell in love at first sight, promising themselves to each other, but 

they were unlucky enough to meet the Blood Bone Snake. 

The two were both injured and were saved by a hermit on Purple Phoenix Mountain. He killed the snake 

and took out the gallbladder, but it could only be used on one person. 

Feng Si Zui had the expert save her and that expert was the daoist who said those words to Feng Si Zui in 

the palace all those years later. 

“The emperor should know better than anyone where the cure is.” 



The red eyes snake, blood as poison, bones as life, and gallbladder as medicine. Once you swallowed the 

gallbladder, you would be in a coma for several months, but then your blood will be medicine that cures 

all poison. 

When she opened her eyes, she was in a thatch hut. There was a strong scent of herbs in the air, as well 

as a faint scent of blood. 

The person in front was not someone she knew, but there was a strange sense of familiarity. 

“You’re awake?” When Yan Xiu looked at her, he could tell what she was thinking from her eyes and 

directly said, “Relax, I’ve taken a bit of medicine from you and protected his heart for now, but he won’t 

last that long.” 

Luo Qing Chen slightly knit her brows. Her eyes as clear as water were calm as she said with a deep 

breath, “Thank you.” 

As soon as her voice fell, she got out of bed and slowly walked over to where Feng Si Zui was lying. 

His face was still pale without any blood, but his lips were no longer black in colour. 

“Why aren’t you asking what kind of medicine I took from you?” Yan Xiu’s clear eyes had a sparkle. He 

had to admit that the girl in front of him was very special. 

He thought that after such a dangerous matter, she would definitely panic and would even cry, asking 

him to help. 

But he never thought that she would be this calm. 

“Blood.” She raised her right hand and gently placed her palm on Feng Si Zui’s eyes, “My blood, right!” 

When everything connected, when all the memories came together, the truth suddenly became clear. 

“You really are intelligent.” Yan Xiu stopped making his decoction to look at her, “The poison of the 

python and the Blood Bone Snake are different, the emperor’s current situation doesn’t look good.” 

“You know he is the emperor?” Luo Qing Chen slightly knit her brows as a bit of a sparkle appeared in 

them. 

“Miss Luo probably doesn’t remember it too clearly.” Yan Xiu narrowed his eyes, “Five years ago, when 

you met the last Blood Bone Snake in the world on Purple Phoenix Mountain, I was the one who saved 

you.” 

Luo Qing Chen’s fingers suddenly trembled and a faint mist appeared in her eyes. 

As expected, there was no difference from the dream. He had made the choice back then, the choice to 

save her. 

“Thank you.” Luo Qing Chen closed her eyes and her voice trembled a bit. 

She could feel the sensation of parting, but this time she would be the one making the choice. 

Time passed and all things reincarnated, this was probably life could have a long history. 
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“Don’t you want to ask why he was poisoned and you weren’t?” Yan Xiu was full of curiosity towards the 

girl in front of him. 

She was calm and steady, she must already know some things about this matter already. 

But she shouldn’t remember it at all, right? 

“Because the gallbladder of the last Blood Bone Snake in this world was eaten by me.” She paused as 

her long lashes trembled and her deep eyes looked at Feng Si Zui in the bed. She then muttered, “So I’m 

immune to all poison.” 

Although this was only her inference, she felt that they were most likely correct. 

The python was poisonous, but when she was bitten, she didn’t feel any pain other than from the bite. 

At that time, she already knew that she had used the gallbladder of the Blood Bone Snake, which was 

why she was in a coma for several months. 

This lined up with the line in the medical records. 

The red eyes snake, blood as poison, bones as life, and gallbladder as medicine. Once you swallowed the 

gallbladder, you would be in a coma for several months, but then your blood will be medicine that cures 

all poison. 

After Yan Xiu heard her words, he couldn’t help clapping for her. He said with a faint smile, “Miss really 

is bright, Yan Xiu is filled with admiration…..admiration.” 

“I don’t need your admiration, I only need to know one thing.” Luo Qing Chen took a deep breath as she 

slowly turned around to look at him with her hands behind her back and a calm look in her eyes. 

“Oh?” Yan Xiu revealed a smile of deep meaning, “So it seems like there are things in this world miss Luo 

can’t guess.” 

Her heart skipped a beat as if she had already guessed the ending. 

“It seems like you should already have the answer you want for the question you want to ask based on 

your expression!” His tone was very deep and the atmosphere became very heavy. 

“I……” She bit her lip and narrowed her eyes to ask, “How much blood does it take……” 

“All.” 

Before Luo Qing Chen finished, Yan Xiu already gave his answer. 

There was an explosion in her mind, but her heart was rather calm. After all, she knew that to do and 

she already had her answer. 

“No matter what, you are also our saviour.” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and softly said, “Give me 

blood to him, but don’t tell him that I’m already dead…..” 



Feng Si Zui had gone through many painful things, he should live well. 

“Miss Luo……” Yan Xiu looked down with a bitter smile, “You think that he doesn’t know that your blood 

can save him?” 

“I……” There were some things that if she didn’t say she could lie to herself. He didn’t know…..He didn’t 

know. 

But when Yan Xiu said this and it entered her ears, she felt her nose stuff up and her eyes turn red. 

Feng Si Zui was that obsessed, but he could not tell her a thing. Even if he was tortured and in pain, he 

didn’t say a single word. 

“Miss Luo, not only does he know that your blood can save his life, he knows that your blood can slow 

down his poison and let him live a few more years, but he was never willing to let you blood.” 

Yan Xiu’s voice was very deep and there was a faint sparkle in his eyes when he said this. 

It was because he admired his obsession that he went to the palace afterwards. 

But his thoughts still hadn’t changed. 

He wanted to let her live a happy life without any pain. He didn’t complain at all even if he himself was 

in hell. 
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Yan Xiu gave her an hour to make her properly think it over. 

Actually, she already made her decision. She said that she would protect him, so she would definitely do 

it. 

But in the end……she wasn’t willing to leave him….. 

He really did look good. His skin as white as snow, his sharp features, and those gentle thin lips. 

It was like he was sleeping and wasn’t on the verge of death. 

She lit some incense and the smell filled the entire thatch hut. She sat by Feng Si Zui’s bed and talked to 

herself. 

“The system said that your poison should be cured by you. I didn’t know that meant before and when I 

took the medical records, you must have thought that I was a fool!” 

– 

“Actually, I should apologize to you because I forgot the things you had remembered.” 

– 

“Last time you said that you would bring me to see the lanterns during the Mid Autumn Festival, I might 

not be able to go.” 



– 

“Xi Jin isn’t bad, but I don’t like you going to play chess with her every day because my chess skills are 

also improving……” 

– 

“Don’t show mercy to Feng Xing Yue, Qian Si Yu as well. Try to torture them to death, don’t give them a 

single chance to breath. It’s best if you give them my portion when you torture them to death!” 

– 

“Actually…..I don’t want you to be alone forever. You can have someone be with you, but I will feel sad. I 

don’t know if this is selfish, but I….seem to be this kind of person…..” 

…… 

An hour passed very quickly. The sky gradually lit up and when she opened the door, Yan Xiu was 

already waiting outside with everything prepared. 

Before the exchange of blood, Yan Xiu seriously looked at her to ask, “How much of saving him is for 

yourself and for this world?” 

“It’s not for myself or the world.” She said with clear eyes, “I just want to protect him and let him live.” 

“If he was a tyrant, do you still planning on exchanging your life for his?” Yan Xiu said with a sigh, 

“Perhaps he might become a murderous emperor after he found out that you were dead, would you still 

save him?” 

“So what if he’s a tyrant?” Luo Qing Chen bit her lip and said with a clear laugh, “Everyone has their fate 

in this world, he’s done enough.” 

He had been suffering half his life, should he die for this world? 

Whether he was a wise ruler or a tyrant, this was fate. After all, each person had their own fate. 

After a while, Yan Xiu didn’t say anything as he just gave a sigh and took out a short dagger. 

“It won’t hurt and it won’t last long.” He narrowed his eyes and looked at her with a bit of pity, “It’ll be 

done very quickly.” 

She closed her eyes and gave a nod before muttering, “I’m not afraid of death, I’m only afraid he will be 

too lonely…..” 

When the ice cold dagger cut through her beating arteries, she felt her heart become even more calm. 

It was like finishing a mission, she was doing what she had to do. 

She didn’t know what method Yan Xiu used to give her blood to Feng Si Zui, she just knew that he didn’t 

lie to her. 

It was very quick and it didn’t hurt at all….. 



There were many images that appeared in her mind, but the final image was the one from the imperial 

study. 

The clothes the girl wore were the same ones she had worn when she went to Purple Phoenix Mountain 

five years ago. 

The person in the picture…..was her. 

After a while, she felt like she was floating as she was lost in the void. There was a strong hand that 

grabbed hers with a strong sadness and a bit of a tremor. 

After that, she didn’t feel anything else…… 

The only gratifying thing was that there was the system’s notification in her mind. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 100%.] 

  

Chapter 1340: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 41) 

When Feng Si Zui woke up, he was already back in the palace. The imperial doctor was taking his pulse 

as he said with a look of joy, “The emperor’s poison has been cured, this really is the prosperity of the 

Feng Dynasty!” 

He looked up and after he regained consciousness, he only said in a single word. 

Scram! 

In the following year, he used all his resources to go to Purple Phoenix Mountain to look for Yan Xiu. 

But no matter how he searched, he couldn’t find a thing. 

Whether it was Yan Xiu, or…..her corpse. He couldn’t…..find a thing. 

That year, he became more and more cruel. He didn’t directly execute Feng Xing Yue, he cut off his limbs 

and locked him in the dungeon. 

Not letting him die, but never letting him live like a normal person. 

As for Qian Si Yu, she was crushed to death. A thousand court ladies stepped on her, pushing the child 

out of her stomach, but still not letting her off. 

Qian Si Yu was considered quite strong, she had only taken her final breath after three days of her 

execution. 

As for the people who sieged the inn, they were all put to death along with their families. 

For the court, this year was the darkest year since Feng Si Zui took the throne. 

He became moody and obsessed with magic. All the witches that came to Long Peace City were all 

brought to the palace, using their magic to find her. 

But the news he received each time was only disappointment. 



He almost felt like he couldn’t take it anymore. During the Mid Autumn Festival, he changed into civilian 

clothes and went to Long Peace City alone, not bringing a single guard. 

There was a bright moon in the sky and Long Peace City was filled with lanterns. Kids were running 

around holding sticks of candied hawthorns, happily running about. 

His deep eyes trembled and they didn’t look as sharp for the first time in three months. 

In these three months, he didn’t know how he had spent his days. He just knew that he never closed his 

eyes because when he did, there was a nightmare. 

A terrifying nightmare….. 

He promised that he would take her to the Mid Autumn Festival, but now he was alone. 

“Take a look, take a look!” There was a shout from the stage in front of him and the old man banged the 

gong, “The Mu Family’s eldest daughter Mu Ying Ying will be taking the ring today. As long as anyone 

can defeat her, they will be the Mu Family’s son in law!” 

Feng Si Zui didn’t plan on stopping, but he stopped because of the sounds around him. 

“I heard that Mu Ying Ying is beautiful and talented at martial arts, many young masters of Long Peace 

City want her!” 

“It isn’t right? Old Mu really is lucky, he gave birth to such a beautiful girl.” 

“No, no, no, you’ve only seen Mu Ying Ying’s excellence and haven’t seen her little sister.” 

“Oh? Her little sister seems to be……a fool!?” 

“Yes! It’s said that she looks very good, but she’s a fool. This time Old Mu said that if anyone marries Mu 

Ying Ying, they also have to marry her little sister. She seems to be…..” 

“Mu Tian Tian!” 

“Right, right, right!” 

…… 

The red silk fluttered on the stage and the two daughters of the Mu Family appeared. 

At that moment, Feng Si Zui standing under the stage forgot to breathe as a sparkle appeared in his 

eyes. 

He didn’t even spare Mu Ying Ying a glance, he was completely focused on Mu Tian Tian. 

She was wearing a mist coloured begonia brocaded dress. She had clear eyes and a sweet smile on her 

lips. 

The most terrifying thing was…..she actually looked……just like Luo Qing Chen. 

 


